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The Earth Chronicles Expeditions - Zecharia Sitchin 2007-05-29
Reveals the course of archaeological adventures and insights that resulted in The Earth Chronicles series •
Explores links between the Old world and the New in search of evidence of extraterrestrial gods in the
artifacts and murals of ancient civilizations • Reveals archaeological cover-ups concerning Olmec origins in
Mexico and ancient UFO artifacts in Turkey In this autobiographical book, the internationally acclaimed
author Zecharia Sitchin reveals the foundational research and the adventurous expeditions that resulted in
his writing the bestselling The Earth Chronicles series. Ranging from Mayan temples in Mexico to hidden
artifacts in Istanbul, Turkey, from biblical tunnels in Jerusalem to the mysteries of Mt. Sinai, from the abode
of a Sumerian goddess to Greek islands, the Expeditions’ destinations and amazing discoveries unmasked
established fallacies, detected the fate of mysterious artifacts, and revealed ancient connections to modern
space facilities. For the first time, Sitchin shares with the reader not only his encompassing knowledge of
antiquity and his field experiences, but also the concrete evidence for his conclusions that ancient myths
were recollections of factual events, that the gods of ancient peoples were visitors to Earth from another
planet, and that we are not alone in our own solar system. Accompanied by photographs from his personal
archive, here is Sitchin’s own story and his inner feelings about the cord that binds him to his ancestral
past.
I segreti del passato sono la chiave del futuro. Le cronache terrestri rivelate - Zecharia Sitchin 2011
Restoration of Amundsen’s lantern slides - Pietro Librici 2017-06-03
The book presents for the first time the restoration of Amundsen’s glass slides, one of the most beautiful
collections of slides in the world. The 248 slides are the photographic testimony of three great explorations:
the Northwest Passage (1903-1906), the conquest of the South Pole (1910-1912) and the Maud expedition
(1918-1925). Discovered by chance in 1986, the slides were restored in 2009 by Pietro Librici at the
National Library of Norway, in a continuous cooperation with the institute team. The restoration is
presented analytically in its methodological, technical, scientific and operational aspects, constituting an
updated model of intervention. Critical historical studies that accompanied the restoration and the
expressive features of the slides have also led the author to identify Amundsen’s own style which lies
between documentary photography and photographic documentation and make the book a particular
opportunity to immerse in the charm of polar expeditions, in the first years of the 20th century when the
poles were the only areas of terra incognita left on the world map. CONTENTS INTRODUCTION ONE –
POLAR EXPLORATIONS HORLICKS MALTED MILK! ON THE WAY OF CONFERENCES BIOGRAPHY THE
NORTH WEST PASSAGE EXPEDITION THE CONQUEST OF THE SOUTH POLE MAUD EXPEDITION TWO
– LANTERN SLIDES: MATERIALS, PROCESSES & TECHNIQUE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION
Support Binder Photosensitive substance – STRUCTURE OF THE CRYSTAL LATTICE – PROPERTIES OF
CRYSTALS – PRINCIPLE OF GURNEY AND MOTT Photographic Emulsion Colours Paper PROCEDURE
AND TECHNIQUE: SLIDES WITH GELATIN-SILVER SALTS NEGATIVE THE MAGIC LANTERN The magic
lantern as a commercial resource The development of the magic lantern: origin and technical description
Light sources – OIL LAMP – LIME LIGHT – KEROSENE OIL (COAL OIL) – ELECTRIC LIGHT Lantern Slides
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– PAINTED SLIDES – LITOGRAPH/DECA SLIDES – PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES Special effects slides – SLIP
SLIDES – LEVER SLIDES – REVOLVING SLIDES – CHROMATROPES – SPECIALIZED SLIDES Iconographic
repertoire THREE – ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSIS OF THE RESTORED MATERIAL DIAGNOSTIC
TECHNIQUES Digital imaging Photographic observation Stereomicroscope with fibre optic illuminators
Optical microscopy (OM) Images of ultraviolet fluorescence VISUAL ANALYSIS Three types of slides
Previous “Conservative Operations” Emulsion & image Category Identification ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL
AND CHEMICAL DETERIORATION Glass Gelatin Silver – SULPHIDE – REDOX Paper Colouring
CONDITION REPORT Result FOUR – RESTORATION GUIDELINES ORDERING AND INVENTORY FIRST
CLEANSING: GLASS AND PAPER ELEMENTS PAPER ELEMENTS Materials Cleansing Permanent or
temporary removal of the sealing paper and labels Adhesions, reinforcements and the joining of tears in
sealing paper and labels Replacement of sealing paper Masking paper COVER GLASS PLATES Material
Cleansing Replacement EMULSIFIED GLASS PLATES Reinforcements Integration of the broken corners
Sandwich – ADHESIVE PLASTERS – SYNTHETIC RESINS – TESTING OF SANDWICH – CONSIDERATIONS
ON THE VARIOUS METHODS – CREATION OF THE SANDWICH EMULSION Cleansing Pictorial touch up
FINAL NUMBERING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE CONSERVATION MATERIALS FOR STORAGE
International Ruling ISO 10214 Cardboard boxes Grooves drawers Polyvinylchloride (PVC) pockets SOME
DESCRIPTION SHEET FIVE – PHOTOGRAPHY AND INFORMATION PHOTOGRAPHY AS DOCUMENT
DOCUMENTARY STYLE AMUNDSEN’S STYLE:BETWEEN PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION AND
DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY ARRAYS COLLECTION OF THE SLIDES BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Lost Book of Enki - Zecharia Sitchin 2004-08-16
The companion volume to The Earth Chronicles series that reveals the identity of mankind’s ancient gods •
Explains why these “gods” from Nibiru, the Anunnaki, genetically engineered Homo sapiens, gave
Earthlings civilization, and promised to return • 30,000 sold in hardcover Zecharia Sitchin’s bestselling
series The Earth Chronicles provided humanity’s side of the story concerning our origins at the hands of the
Anunnaki, “those who from heaven to earth came.” In The Lost Book of Enki we now view this saga from
the perspective of Lord Enki, an Anunnaki leader revered in antiquity as a god, who tells the story of these
extraterrestrials’ arrival on Earth from the planet Nibiru. In his previous works Sitchin compiled the
complete story of the Anunnaki’s impact on human civilization from fragments scattered throughout
Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Hittite, Egyptian, Canaanite, and Hebrew sources. Missing from
these accounts, however, was the perspective of the Anunnaki themselves. What was life like on their own
planet? What motives propelled them to settle on Earth--and what drove them from their new home?
Convinced of the existence of a lost book that held the answers to these questions, the author began his
search for evidence. Through exhaustive research of primary sources, he has here re-created tales as the
memoirs of Enki, the leader of these first “astronauts.” What takes shape is the story of a world of mounting
tensions, deep rivalries, and sophisticated scientific knowledge that is only today being confirmed. An epic
tale of gods and men unfolds, challenging every assumption we hold about our past and our future.
Anthropogenesis - Helena Petrovna Blavatsky 1888
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Flower Hunters - Mary Gribbin 2008
This fascinating account of eleven remarkable, eccentric, dedicated, and sometimes obsessive individuals
that established the science of botany brings to life these extraordinary adventurers and draws out the
scientific and cultural value of their work and its legacy.
The Cosmic Code - Zecharia Sitchin 2002-03-01
Reveals Zecharia Sitchin's groundbreaking research into the code left behind by the creators of humanity. •
Explains how the Anunnaki were not merely the mythical gods of the Sumerians, but rather the founders of
human life on Earth. • Using Biblical and ancient Sumerian sources, explains how to decode these
messages our star ancestors left behind. Daring to challenge our long-held beliefs about the origins of man,
Zecharia Sitchin suggests that humans are not the children of God, but rather the children of the Anunnaki,
an ancient race from the planet Nibiru. His revolutionary theories are supported by his intense scrutiny of
not only ancient Sumerian texts but also stone structures all over the world. The similarities and
astrological significance of these formations suggests that rather than looking for guidance from leaders
here on Earth, humanity should instead look to the sky for answers. The Earth Chronicles deal with the
history and prehistory of Earth and humankind. Each book in the series is based upon information written
on clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the Near East. For the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles
series is now available in a hardcover collector's edition.
The Earth Chronicles Handbook - Zecharia Sitchin 2009-03-27
An encyclopedic compendium of the myths and actual events from humanity’s ancient civilizations that
reveal the influence of visitors from the 12th planet--the Anunnaki • Offers easy access to the myriad
characters and subjects covered by the seven books of The Earth Chronicles series • Provides alphabetical
listings to the terminology of ancient civilizations concerning their gods, kings, cultures, and religions •
Contains detailed summations, commentaries, and instructions for locating topics within all the author’s
books The Earth Chronicles series, a historical and archaeological adventure into the origins of mankind
and planet Earth, began with the publication of the bestselling The 12th Planet. The series is based on the
premise that the myths from the world’s earliest civilizations were in fact recollections of actual events and
that the gods of ancient peoples were visitors to Earth from another planet--the Anunnaki, inhabitants of
the 12th planet. The series’ books include The 12th Planet, The Stairway to Heaven, The Wars of Gods and
Men, The Lost Realms, When Time Began, The Cosmic Code, and The End of Days, all products of the
author’s unmatched study of the ancient records of Sumer, Babylonia, Assyria, Israel, and Egypt and the
civilizations of pre-Columbian America. Unearthing the hidden history of Earth and mankind, the series
uses the past to unveil the meaning of the prophesied future. Zecharia Sitchin has created an encyclopedic
compendium of the key figures, sites, concepts, and beliefs to provide a unique navigational tool through
this entire opus. Entries are coded to indicate at a glance their cultural origin and contain summations,
commentaries, and guidance for locating the topics within all of his books, including Genesis Revisited,
Divine Encounters, The Lost Book of Enki, The Earth Chronicles Expeditions, and Journeys to the Mythical
Past.
KGB - Christopher M. Andrew 1991
About the worldwide operations of the KGB.
The King Who Refused to Die - Zecharia Sitchin 2013-09-20
Zecharia Sitchin’s secret allegorical novel that brings to life the key concepts of his bestselling book The
12th Planet • Reimagines the Epic of Gilgamesh in the context of Sitchin’s discoveries • Details ancient
Sumerian sex rituals, the Anunnaki lineage of the gods who lived in Sumer, Anunnaki spacecraft
technology, the workings of the Oracle of Anu, and Gilgamesh’s relationship with the goddess Ishtar
Written in secret so as not to incite criticism about his controversial discoveries, this novel from the late
Zecharia Sitchin brings to life the key themes of his bestseller The 12th Planet. The story begins in London
as Astra arrives at the British Museum’s opening for their new Gilgamesh exhibit. There she meets a
handsome stranger who knows secrets about her that no stranger should know, including the source of the
unusual scar on her hand. Taking her to his apartment, he reveals that she is descended from the goddess
Ishtar and that he is the modern-day avatar of Gilgamesh seeking to claim the eternal life Ishtar denied him
so long ago. Reenacting their sacred sex ritual from eons ago, they find themselves transported to ancient
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Sumer as Gilgamesh and Ishtar, where he is at last able to continue his quest for immortality. But as
Gilgamesh fulfills his sacred duties with Ishtar, something goes awry and the Oracle of Anu will not renew
its blessing upon his kingship. Following the direction of his mother, the Anunnaki goddess Ninsun--the
source of his partial divinity--Gilgamesh flees the city for the Anunnaki forbidden zone in search of a way to
the planet Nibiru and eternal life. Travel alongside Gilgamesh and his immortal companion Enkidu as they
escape the fate pronounced by the oracle, discover a Tablet of Destiny meant for Ishtar, fight off Marduk’s
raiders, and foil the plot of the high priest, Gilgamesh’s half-brother who is seeking Gilgamesh’s crown for
himself. Retelling the Epic of Gilgamesh in the context of his discoveries about the Anunnaki, Zecharia
Sitchin weaves a tale of ancient ceremony, accidental betrayal, gods among men, interplanetary travel, and
a quest for immortality spanning millennia.
GLI ANTICHI ASTRONAUTI: DÈI PER IL MONDO ANTICO, ALIENI PER QUELLO MODERNO. Francesco Toscano 2013-10-20
Milioni di persone in tutto il mondo credono che in passato siamo stati visitati da esseri extraterrestri. E se
fosse vero? Questo libro nasce proprio per questo motivo, cercare di dare una risposta, qualora ve ne fosse
ancora bisogno, al quesito anzidetto. L'archeologia spaziale, o archeologia misteriosa, è definibile come la
ricerca delle tracce, sotto forma di particolari reperti archeologici o delle testimonianze tramandate nel
corso dei millenni, di presunti sbarchi sulla Terra di visitatori extraterrestri avvenuti all’alba della nostra
civiltà. I visitatori spaziali avrebbero fornito ai terrestri le conoscenze necessarie per iniziare il loro lungo
cammino verso la civiltà; poi,compiuta la missione, sarebbero tornati al loro mondo sperduto nella Galassia.
E' la tesi sostenuta dai “teorici degli antichi astronauti” e sembrerebbe, oggi, una valida risposta alla
domanda che sempre di più gli uomini del nostro tempo si pongono: “Siamo soli nel silenzio dell'Universo?”
The Lost Realms - Zecharia Sitchin 1990-09-01
The Earth Chronicles series is based on the premise that mythology is not fanciful but the repository of
ancient memories; that the Bible ought to be read literally as a historic/scientific document; and that
ancient civilizations--older and greater than assumed--were the product of knowledge brought to Earth by
the Anunnaki, "Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came." The 12th Planet, the first book of the series,
presents ancient evidence for the existence of an additional planet in the Solar System: the home planet of
the Anunnaki. In confirmation of this evidence, recent data from unmanned spacecraft has led astronomers
to actively search for what is being called "Planet X." The subsequent volume, The Stairway to Heaven,
traces man's unending search for immortality to a spaceport in the Sinai Peninsula and to the Giza
pyramids, which had served as landing beacons for it--refuting the notion that these pyramids were built by
human pharaohs. Recently, records by an eye witness to a forgery of an inscription by the pharaoh Khufu
inside the Great Pyramid corroborated the book's conclusions. The Wars of Gods and Men, recounting
events closer to our times, concludes that the Sinai spaceport was destroyed 4,000 years ago with nuclear
weapons. Photographs of Earth from space clearly show evidence of such an explosion. Such gratifying
corroboration of audacious conclusions has been even swifter for The Lost Realms. In the relatively short
interval between the completion of the manuscript and its publication, archaeologists, linguists, and other
scientists have offered a "coastal theory" in lieu of the "frozen trekking" one to account for man's arrival in
the Americas--in ships, as this volume has concluded. These experts have "suddenly discovered 2,000 years
of missing civilization" in the words of a Yale University scholar--confirming this book's conclusion--and are
now linking the beginnings of such civilizations to those of the Old World, as Sumerian texts and biblical
verses. For the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now available in a hardcover collector's
edition.
Journeys to the Mythical Past - Zecharia Sitchin 2009-06-25
The paperback release of the second volume of Sitchin’s autobiographical account of the investigations and
discoveries that led to The Earth Chronicles series • Zecharia Sitchin tells how his life was at risk inside the
Great Pyramid and reveals the existence of a secret chamber • Reports on Vatican encounters, the Iceman
of the Alps, the Antikythera computer, the temples and Ruts of Malta--and offers a solution to the enigma of
the Nazca lines • 18,000 copies sold in hardcover since September 2007 In Journeys to the Mythical Past
the renowned researcher of antiquity Zecharia Sitchin reveals, for the first time, the existence of a secret
chamber in Egypt’s Great Pyramid, and he tells his own story of an indefatigable dedication to finding the
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truth that almost cost him his life--accidentally or otherwise--when uncovering secrets of the Giza pyramids
and Sphinx. Exposing hidden artifacts that contradict establishment assumptions or that baffle scientists,
Sitchin’s firsthand accounts of his explorations take the reader into the inner workings of the Vatican, the
enigma of a futuristic computer from millennia ago, and the secret handiwork of a Divine Architect at
Stonehenge, at Malta, and at a site in the Americas. Looking deep into antiquity, Sitchin offers astounding
evidence that links the Nazca lines and a baffling adjoining site to the Departure from Earth of the
Anunnaki, the ancient gods who, he believes, vowed to Return.
Operation Dark Heart - Anthony Shaffer 2010-09-24
On Friday, August 13, 2010, just as St. Martin's Press was readying its initial shipment of this book, the
Department of Defense contacted us to express its concern that our publication of Operation Dark Heart
could cause damage to U.S. national security. After consulting with our author, we agreed to incorporate
some of the government's changes into a revised edition of his book while redacting other text he was told
was classified. The newly revised book keeps our national interests secure, but this highly qualified
warrior's story is still intact. Shaffer's assessment of successes and failures in Afghanistan remains
dramatic, shocking, and crucial reading for anyone concerned about the outcome of the war. "While I do
not agree with the edits in many ways, the DoD redactions enhance the reader's understanding by drawing
attention to the flawed results created by a disorganized and heavy handed military intelligence
bureaucracy." —Lt. Col. Anthony Shaffer Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer had run intelligence
operations for years before he arrived in Afghanistan. He was part of the "dark side of the force"---the
shadowy elements of the U.S. government that function outside the bounds of the normal system. His group
called themselves the Jedi Knights and pledged to use the dark arts of espionage to protect the country
from its enemies. Shaffer's mission to Afghanistan, however, was unlike any he had ever experienced
before. There, he led a black-ops team on the forefront of the military efforts to block the Taliban's
resurgence. They not only planned complex intelligence operations to beat back the insurgents, but also
played a key role in executing those operations---outside the wire. They succeeded in striking at the core of
the Taliban and their safe havens across the border in Pakistan. For a moment Shaffer saw us winning the
war. Then the military brass got involved. The policies that top officials relied on were hopelessly flawed.
Shaffer and his team were forced to sit and watch as the insurgency grew---just across the border in
Pakistan. This wasn't the first time he had seen bureaucracy stand in the way of national security. He had
participated in Able Danger, the aborted intelligence operation that identified many of the future 9/11
terrorists but failed to pursue them. His attempt to reveal the truth to the 9/11 Commission would not go
over well with his higher-ups. Operation Dark Heart tells the story of what really went on--and what went
wrong--in Afghanistan. Shaffer witnessed firsthand the tipping point, when what seemed like certain victory
turned into failure. Now, in this book, he maps out a way that could put us on the path to winning the war.
Prophecy - Sylvia Browne 2012-03-08
In this new book, international bestselling author Sylvia Browne turns her psychic wisdom to the puzzling,
often contradictory predictions proposed by major historical and contemporary figures, ranging from
biblical prophets and Nostradamus to George Washington and NASA scientists. In Prophecy, Sylvia Browne
shares comforting insights on headliner topics such as: The race for a cancer cure; Nuclear war; The
possibility of colonising other planets; Peace in the Middle East; The asteroid rumoured to be heading our
way; And dozens of other concerns about the future. Examining the most notorious prophetic voices
throughout the ages, Sylvia Browne offers a clear and fascinating vision of the world as it will be in five,
ten, twenty, one hundred, and five hundred years. Prophecy provides the answers we all yearn for in
uncertain times.
Strange Writing - Robert Ford Campany 1996-01-25
This is the first comprehensive, Western-language study of the important Chinese genre of writing known
as "accounts of the anomalies" (zhiguai) in its formative period. The book sets forth a new view of the
nature and origins of the genre.
The Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus - Nostradamus 2009
Provides the complete prophecies of Nostradamus, accompanied by new interpretaions of the seer's
predictions with analysis that includes the dates on which the predictions would occur.
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Christianity and Classical Culture - Charles Norris Cochrane 2015-12-31
The theme of this work is the revolution in thought and action which came about through the impact of
Christianity upon the Graeco-Roman world. This book is organized as follows: Preface Part I.
Reconstruction I. Pax Augusta: The Restored Republic II. Romanitas: Empire and Commonwealth III. Roma
Aeterna: The Apotheosis of Power IV. Regnum Caesaris Regnum Diaboli Part II. Renovation V. The New
Republic: Constantine and the Triumph of the Cross VI. Quid Athenae Hierosolymis? The Impasse of
Constantinianism VII. Apostasy and Reaction VIII. State and Church in the New Republic IX. Theodosius
and the Religion of State Part III. Regeneration X. The Church and the Kingdom of God XI. Nostra
Philosophia: The Discovery of Personality XII. Divine Necessity and Human History
There Were Giants Upon the Earth - Zecharia Sitchin 2010-05-05
The crowning work of the best-selling Earth Chronicles series • Reveals the existence of physical evidence
of alien presence on Earth in the distant past • Identifies and describes the demigods, such as Gilgamesh,
descended from these visitors • Outlines the tests of this physical evidence of alien presence that could
unlock the secrets of health, longevity, life, and death In whose genetic image were we made? From his
first book The 12th Planet on, Zecharia Sitchin has asserted that the Bible’s Elohim who said “Let us
fashion The Adam in our image and after our likeness” were the gods of Sumer and Babylon--the Anunnaki
who had come to Earth from their planet Nibiru. The Adam, he wrote, was genetically engineered by adding
Anunnaki genes to those of an existing hominid, some 300,000 years ago. Then, according to the Bible,
intermarriage took place: “There were giants upon the Earth” who took Adam’s female offspring as wives,
giving birth to “heroes of renown.” With meticulous detail, Sitchin shows that these were the demigods of
Sumerian and Babylonian lore, such as the famed Mesopotamian king Gilgamesh as well as the hero of the
Deluge, the Babylonian Utnapishtim. Are we then, all of us, descendants of demigods? In this crowning
oeuvre, Zecharia Sitchin proceeds step-by-step through a mass of ancient writings and artifacts, leading the
reader to the stunning Royal Tombs of Ur. He reveals a DNA source that could prove the biblical and
Sumerian tales true, providing conclusive physical evidence for past alien presence on Earth and an
unprecedented scientific opportunity to track down the “Missing Link” in humankind’s evolution, unlocking
the secrets of longevity and even the ultimate mystery of life and death.
Divine Encounters - Zecharia Sitchin 2002-03-01
Explains the links between the Bible and ancient Sumerian texts, probing the age-old question of the
relationship between humanity and its creators. • Challenges scientific maxims of the basis of human life. •
Draws fascinating parallels between the leaders of the Anunnaki (from the 12th planet) and Yahweh. • A
comprehensive new look at the history of man. • First time available in hardcover. In Divine Encounters
Zecharia Sitchin draws on basic Judeo-Christian texts to analyze the creation myths, paralleling Biblical
stories to the myths of Sumer and Mesopotamia in order to show that humanity did not evolve without
assistance. Sitchin daringly hypothesizes instead that Enki, one of the leaders of the Anunnaki from the
12th planet, created humanity as a "primitive worker." Furthermore, Sitchin suggests that the
extraterrestrial encounters of today demonstrate the continued interest of the Anunnaki in the Earthlings
they created.
The End of Days - Zecharia Sitchin 2009-10-13
Why is it that our current twenty-first century A.D. is so similar to the twenty-first century B.C.? Is history
destined to repeat itself?Will biblical prophecies come true, and if so, when? It has been more than three
decades since Zecharia Sitchin's trailblazing book The 12th Planet brought to life the Sumerian civilization
and its record of the Anunnaki—the extraterrestrials who fashioned man and gave mankind civilization and
religion. In this new volume, Sitchin shows that the End is anchored in the events of the Beginning, and
once you learn of this Beginning, it is possible to foretell the Future. In The End of Days, a masterwork that
required thirty years of additional research, Sitchin presents compelling new evidence that the Past is the
Future—that mankind and its planet Earth are subject to a predetermined cyclical Celestial Time. In an age
when religious fanaticism and a clash of civilizations raise the specter of a nuclear Armageddon, Zecharia
Sitchin shatters perceptions and uses history to reveal what is to come at The End of Days.
Tell Me to Fight - Charlotte Byrd 2020-01-07
I’m a man who takes what he wants. What do I want? Her. Olive Kernes owned me a debt and she thought
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that she had paid it back. But now I want more. I want more than just her time. I want more than just her
body. Her new life has torn us apart. Now, it’s up to me to make things right. I will make the pieces of our
love fit back together if it’s the last thing I do. But can I do it in time? Dive into the dangerous 5th book of
the new and addictive TELL ME series by bestselling author Charlotte Byrd.
_____________________________________________ What readers are saying about Charlotte Byrd: "Extremely
captivating, sexy, steamy, intriguing, and intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive and impossible to put down.” ★★★★★ “I
can’t get enough of the turmoil, lust, love, drama and secrets!” ★★★★★ “Fast-paced romantic suspense filled
twists and turns, danger, betrayal and so much more.” ★★★★★ “Decadent, delicious, & dangerously
addictive!” ★★★★★ _____________________________________________ *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that
are without spoiler alerts.* What readers are saying about Charlotte Byrd: "Extremely captivating, sexy,
steamy, intriguing, and intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive and impossible to put down.” ★★★★★ “I can’t get enough
of the turmoil, lust, love, drama and secrets!” ★★★★★ “Fast-paced romantic suspense filled twists and turns,
danger, betrayal and so much more.” ★★★★★ “Decadent, delicious, & dangerously addictive!” ★★★★★
_____________________________________________ *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts.*
The Stairway to Heaven (Book II) - Zecharia Sitchin 1992-11-01
Since earliest times, humanity has pondered the incomprehensible mysteries of the universe, life...and the
afterlife. In The Stairway to Heaven, the second book of Zecharia Sitchin's Earth Chronicles series, the
author answers these fundamental questions: Was there somewhere on Earth where, after death, mortal
man could join the immortal Gods? Where was this place? By whom was it established? And does it still
exist today? After years of painstaking research--combining recent archaeological discoveries with ancient
texts and artifacts--Sitchin has identified the legendary Land of the Gods, and provided astounding new
revelations about the Great Pyramids, the Sphinx, and other mysterious monuments whose true meanings
and purposes have been lost for eons. The Earth Chronicles deal with the history and prehistory of Earth
and humankind. Each book in the series is based upon information written on clay tablets by the ancient
civilizations of the Near East. For the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now available in a
hardcover collector's edition.
The Forgotten Revolution - Lucio Russo 2013-12-01
The period from the late fourth to the late second century B. C. witnessed, in Greek-speaking countries, an
explosion of objective knowledge about the external world. WhileGreek culture had reached great heights
in art, literature and philosophyalreadyin the earlier classical era, it is in the so-called Hellenistic period
that we see for the ?rst time — anywhere in the world — the appearance of science as we understand it
now: not an accumulation of facts or philosophically based speculations, but an or- nized effort to model
nature and apply such models, or scienti?ctheories in a sense we will make precise, to the solution of
practical problems and to a growing understanding of nature. We owe this new approach to scientists such
as Archimedes, Euclid, Eratosthenes and many others less familiar todaybut no less remarkable. Yet, not
long after this golden period, much of this extraordinary dev- opment had been reversed. Rome borrowed
what it was capable of from the Greeks and kept it for a little while yet, but created very little science of its
own. Europe was soon smothered in theobscurantism and stasis that blocked most avenues of intellectual
development for a thousand years — until, as is well known, the rediscovery of ancient culture in its fullness
paved the way to the modern age.
The Complete Earth Chronicles - Zecharia Sitchin 2014-10-04
Hardcover collector’s editions of all 7 volumes of the Earth Chronicles Series in a display slipcase •
Includes The 12th Planet, The Stairway to Heaven, The Wars of Gods and Men, The Lost Realms, When
Time Began, The Cosmic Code, and The End of Days • The culmination of Sitchin’s 30 years of intensive
research offering indisputable documentary proof of humanity’s extraterrestrial forefathers The Earth
Chronicles series, with millions of copies sold worldwide, represents the culmination of Zecharia Sitchin’s
30 years of intensive research into the history and prehistory of Earth and humankind as recorded by the
ancient civilizations of the Near East. Within these volumes, Sitchin--one of the few scholars able to read
and interpret ancient Sumerian and Akkadian clay tablets--presents indisputable millennia-old proof of
humanity’s extraterrestrial forefathers, the Anunnaki, who visited Earth every 3,600 years from their home
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planet Nibiru. This boxed set of hardcover collector’s editions with enhanced maps and diagrams includes
all 7 volumes of the Earth Chronicles series: The 12th Planet, The Stairway to Heaven, The Wars of Gods
and Men, The Lost Realms, When Time Began, The Cosmic Code, and The End of Days.
Not of this World - Peter Kolosimo 1970
Understanding Power - Noam Chomsky 2003-06
In a series of enlightening and wide-ranging discussions, published here for the first time, the author
radically reinterprets the events of the past three decades, covering topics from foreign policy during the
Viet-nam war to the decline of the welfare under the Clinton administration. Characterized by Chomsky's
accessible and informative style, this is the ideal book for those new to his work as well as those who have
been listening for years.
Tell Me to Stop - Charlotte Byrd 2019-08-06
I owe him a debt. The kind money can’t repay. He wants something else: me, for one year. But I don’t even
know who he is… 365 days and nights doing everything he wants…except that. “I’m not going to sleep with
you,” I say categorically. He laughs. “I’m going to make you a promise,” his eyes challenge mine. “Before
our time is up, you’ll beg me for it.” _____________________________________________ What readers are saying
about Charlotte Byrd: "Extremely captivating, sexy, steamy, intriguing, and intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive and
impossible to put down.” ★★★★★ “I can’t get enough of the turmoil, lust, love, drama and secrets!” ★★★★★
“Fast-paced romantic suspense filled twists and turns, danger, betrayal and so much more.” ★★★★★
“Decadent, delicious, & dangerously addictive!” ★★★★★ _____________________________________________
*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*
Dominion - Piero Ragone 2017-03-28
Sirio, l’Occhio che Tutto Vede, simbolo della civiltà egizia ed emblema universale della Massoneria, è la
Stella Azzurra che la tradizione esoterica associa a Jahweh, l’Elohim degli Ebrei. Aldebaran, l’Occhio del
Toro, l’Astro di Lucifero, l’Angelo Caduto, è la guida degli Illuminati che i vertici del Sistema di Controllo
evocano per accedere a oscure conoscenze. Due stelle, due mondi lontani dal nostro pianeta ma da sempre
interessati alle sorti della Razza Umana, Sirio e Aldebaran sono divisi in Cielo dalla costellazione di Orione
e separati sulla Terra dalla Linea Sacra dell’Arcangelo Michele, l’antico confine tra le popolazioni devote
alla stella Sirio e le civiltà sottoposte al controllo dell’Occhio del Toro.Sirio e Aldebaran, Jahweh e Lucifero,
rivali tra le stelle e nemici sulla Terra, protagonisti in Cielo dell’eterna guerra tra Luce ed Ombra, si
contendono il destino dell’Umanità, sospesa tra evoluzione e distruzione. Rivoluzionando il mondo della
ricerca con una verità a lungo negata, Dominion cancella un secolo di menzogne e di fantasiose
reinterpretazioni dei testi sacri, facendo definitivamente chiarezza su chi sono i nostri Creatori e chi i falsi
dèi che hanno sedotto l’Umanità con vuote religioni e condotto il pianeta ad un passo dal baratro. Con un
linguaggio brillante, diretto e incisivo, Dominion rivela l’identità di coloro che operano per il Bene
dell’Uomo e smaschera con coraggio i faccendieri dell’Oscurità, tiranni dell’informazione da troppo tempo
padroni incontrastati delle nostre coscienze. Un’opera fondamentale, il segno di un cambiamento
inarrestabile, Dominion è la risposta che tutti attendevano.
The Eyes of the Amaryllis - Natalie Babbitt 2010-10-12
When the brig Amaryllis was swallowed in a hurricane, the captain and all the crew were swallowed, too.
For thirty years the captain's widow, Geneva Reade, has waited, certain that her husband will send her a
message from the bottom of the sea. But someone else is waiting, too, and watching her, a man called
Seward. Into this haunted situation comes Jenny, the widow's granddaughter. The three of them, Gran,
Jenny, and Seward, are drawn into a kind of deadly game with one another and with the sea, a game that
only the sea knows how to win. The Eyes of the Amaryllis is a 1977 New York Times Book Review Notable
Children's Book of the Year.
About a Gardener - Werner W Langer 2016-02-08
About this Book Life is a formidable challenge and a garden can be a rich source of wisdom for living, the
author, Werner Langer, discovered. We all possess a valuable inner allotment. The thoughts we nurture to
maturity, the thoughts we remove like weeds from our inner garden, all this inner gardening activity will
determine our future behavior and life. "Thorny rose-bushes have taught me that my approach to a difficult
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matter can cause pain or result in peace. The dark clouds that drift into my personal landscape can enrich
the soil in my inner garden. Fear, like an aggressive weed, can overgrow my inner garden," the author
states. These are just three observations in this very different kind of gardening book that contains 111
chapters. This book is about inner growth and empowerment. It will enrich your life, because an invisible
expert Gardener is on stand-by, ready to bless you with an abundant life in all its fullness.
Julian the Apostate - Gaetano Negri 1905
Confessions of an Illuminati, Volume I - Leo Lyon Zagami 2015-11-11
In English for the first time, a guide to the true secret structure of the Illuminati and their invisible network
made of various power structures, author Leo Lyon Zagami uses their internal documents and reveals
confidential and top-secret events. His book contends that the presence of numerous Illuminati
brotherhoods and secret societies—just as those inside the most prestigious U.S. universities such as Yale
or Harvard—have always been guides to the occult. From the Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO)'s infiltration of
Freemasonry to the real Priory of Sion, this book exposes not only the hidden structure of the New World
Order and the occult practices but also their connections to the intelligence community and the infamous
Ur-Lodges.
Kwaidan - Lafcadio Hearn 2021-05-07
Kwaidan: Stories and Studies of Strange Things features several Japanese ghost stories and a brief nonfiction study on insects. Most of these stories were translated from old Japanese texts. The author also
states that one of the stories – Yuki-onna – was told to him by a farmer in Musashi Province, and his was
apparently the first record of it. Riki-Baka is based on a personal experience of the author. Table of
Contetns: The Story of Mimi-nashiHōichi Oshidori The Story of O-Tei Ubazakura Diplomacy Of a Mirror and
a Bell Jikininki Mujina Rokurokubi A Dead Secret Yuki-Onna The Story of Aoyagi Jiu-Roku-Zakura The
Dream of Akinosuke Riki-Baka Hi-Mawari Hōrai In the last half of the book, Hearn lists collected
Chinese/Japanese superstitions and his own personal thoughts on various members of the insect world.
Butterflies: Personification of the human soul. Mosquitoes: Karmic reincarnation of jealous or greedy
people in the form of Jiki-ketsu-gaki or "blood-drinking pretas". Ants: Mankind's superior in terms of
chastity, ethics, social structure, longevity and evolution.
Physiologus - 1979
One of the most popular and widely read books of the Middle Ages, "Physiologus "contains allegories of
beasts, stones, and trees both real and imaginary, infused by their anonymous author with the spirit of
Christian moral and mystical teaching.a Accompanied by an introduction that explains the origins, history,
and literary value of this curious text, this volume also reproduces twenty woodcuts from the 1587 version.
Originally composed in the fourth century in Greek, and translated into dozens of versions through the
centuries, "Physiologus "will delight readers with its ancient tales of ant-lions, centaurs, and
hedgehogsOCoand their allegorical significance. OC An elegant little book . . . still diverting to look at
today. . . . The woodcuts reproduced from the 1587 Rome edition are alone worth the price of the
book.OCOOCoRaymond A. Sokolov, "New York Times Book Review""
Bibliografia nazionale italiana - 2011
The Anunnaki Chronicles - Zecharia Sitchin 2015-09-17
An insider’s look into the decades of research behind Zecharia Sitchin’s books as well as an in-depth
overview of his theories and discoveries • Includes carefully selected chapters from the Earth Chronicles
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series as well as never-before-published letters, articles, and lectures • Each piece includes an introduction,
offering context and insight into Sitchin’s passionate work and revealing the man behind the theories •
Explains the genesis of The 12th Planet, the Anunnaki influences on the Sumerian civilization, the orbit of
Nibiru, the prehistory of the Americas, the extraterrestrial origins of modern man, and much more What if
the tales from the Old Testament and other ancient writings, such as those from Sumer, Babylon, Egypt,
and Greece, were not myths or allegory but accounts of actual historical events? Known for his ability to
read and interpret ancient Sumerian and Akkadian clay tablets, Zecharia Sitchin (1920-2010) took the
words of our most ancient ancestors as fact and, through decades of meticulous research, showed that they
revealed a coherent narrative about the true origins of humanity and civilization. Drawing both widespread
interest and criticism, his Earth Chronicles series of books, beginning with The 12th Planet, detailed how
humanity arose after the arrival of the Anunnaki (“those who from Heaven to Earth came”), alien “gods”
who created modern man in their own image and imparted gifts of civilizing knowledge. Providing an
insider’s look into the decades of research behind Zecharia Sitchin’s complete works as well as an in-depth
overview of his theories, this collection includes carefully selected chapters from the Earth Chronicles
series as well as never-before-published letters, articles, and lectures. We learn about the genesis of The
12th Planet in “The Book as a Story,” the Sumerians and their Anunnaki influences in “The Sudden
Civilization,” the orbit of Nibiru in “UFOs, Pyramids, and the 12th Planet,” the prehistory of the Americas in
“Cities Lost and Found,” the extraterrestrial origins of modern man in “The Cosmic Connection--DNA,” and
much more. We get to read never-before-published lectures, culled from Sitchin’s decades of presentations,
as well as the article that spurred the writing of There Were Giants Upon the Earth. Each piece includes an
introduction by Sitchin’s niece, offering context and insight into Sitchin’s passionate work. These
introductions reveal the man behind the theories, a world traveler known for his scholarship, dry humor,
and precisely chosen words. If his theories are true, as Sitchin wholeheartedly believed, then this collection
presents some of the most important knowledge we have of our origins and future.
Life After Loss - Raymond Moody 2014-09-30
Raymond Moody is the 'grandfather' of contemporary investigation into the Near Death Experience and the
After Death Experience. Life After Loss examines the latest findings and developments in both of these
experiences, including never-before-revealed information on latest research on life after death. Certain to
be a popular resource with the millions of baby boomers facing the illness and death of their parents and
their own mortality, Moody and Arcangel illuminate how knowledge of humanity's 'greatest mystery' helps
to ease the grieving process, allowing those with faith in 'life after life' to transcend their fear and grief and
become more spiritually enlightened in the process.
Egyptian Civilization Its Sumerian Origin and Real Chronology - L. A. Waddell 2012-11-08
This fantastic volume explores the mysterious origins of the Egyptian civilization, looking at its relationship
to ancient Samaria and subsequent history. “Egyptian Civilization - Its Sumerian Origin and Real
Chronology” is highly recommended for those with an interest in ancient Egypt, especially the historical
development of theories and evidence relating thereto. Laurence Austine Waddell (1899 – 1938) was a
British Explorer, professor of Tibetan, and Indian army surgeon. Other notable works by this author
include: “Among the Himalayas”, “The Birds of Sikkim” (1893), and “Some Ancient Indians Charms from
the Tibetan” (1895). Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this
in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete
with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.
Tell Me to Stay - Charlotte Byrd 2019-10
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